CALL FOR PAPERS

Amherst College Journal for Undergraduate Philosophy

The Amherst College Journal for Undergraduate Philosophy is excited to announce its inaugural issue to be published for the Spring of 2017. The purpose of the journal is to provide an opportunity to share excellent undergraduate philosophy for the benefit of those who would learn by example and the wider philosophic community. The inaugural issue seeks to share inquiries into any area of philosophy, including but not limited to ethics, epistemology, logic, political philosophy, feminist philosophy, critical theory, metaphysics, and critiques of established works.

Submission Guidelines:

- All submissions must be sent to AmherstUndergradPhilosophy@gmail.com
- Submissions must include two documents; one with submission title, author’s name, class year, college affiliation, contact information and word count; second with the submission title, abstract of less than 400 words, and MLA formatted submission (8-16 pages recommended)
- Submissions will be considered on a rolling basis until April 26, 2017